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Brilliant, haunting, dizzyingly tense, the nightly film is a remarkable New York Times literary thriller by the bestselling author of blockbuster debut (People) Special Themes at Calamity Physics.Â On a wet October night, a beautiful young Ashley Cordova is found dead in an abandoned
warehouse in lower Manhattan. Although her death is ruled a suicide, veteran investigative journalist Scott McGrath suspects otherwise. As he probes the strange circumstances surrounding Ashley's €™ life and death, McGrath comes face-to-face with his father's legacy: legendary,
outspoken, cult-horror film-maker Stanislas Cordova - a man who hasnâ€™ has not been seen in public for more than 30 years. Â For McGrath, another death associated with this seemingly cursed family dynasty seems to be more than just a coincidence. While much has been written
about Cordovaâ€™ dark and idigested films, very little is known about the man himself. Â Driven by revenge, curiosity, and the need for truth, McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is drawn deeper and deeper into Cordovaâ€™ into an eerie, hypnotic world. Â The last time he came close
to exposing the director, McGrath lost his marriage and his career. This time he could lose even more. Â The night film, beautifully written, spells a new novel by the dazzlingly inventive Marisha Pessl, will keep you in suspense until the last minute. Â PLEASE NOTE: When you buy this title,
the accompanying PDF will be available in your audio library along with the audio. Â Page 2Brilliant, haunting, dizzyingly tense, The Night Movie is a remarkable New York Times literary thriller by the bestselling author of blockbuster debut (People) Special Themes at Calamity Physics.Â On
a wet October night, a beautiful young Ashley Cordova is found dead in an abandoned warehouse in lower Manhattan. Although her death is ruled a suicide, veteran investigative journalist Scott McGrath suspects otherwise. As he probes the strange circumstances surrounding Ashley's €™
life and death, McGrath comes face-to-face with his father's legacy: legendary, outspoken, cult-horror film-maker Stanislas Cordova - a man who hasnâ€™ has not been seen in public for more than 30 years. Â For McGrath, another death associated with this seemingly cursed family
dynasty seems to be more than just a coincidence. While much has been written about Cordovaâ€™ dark and idigested films, very little is known about the man himself. Â Driven by revenge, curiosity, and the need for truth, McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is drawn deeper and
deeper into Cordovaâ€™ into an eerie, hypnotic world. Â The last time he came close to exposing the director, McGrath lost his marriage and his career. This time he could lose even more. Â Night movie, beautifully written, spells new novel dazzlingly inventive Pescle, take you in suspense
until the last minute. Â PLEASE NOTE: When you buy this title, the accompanying PDF will be available in your audio library along with the audio. Â Page 3Brilliant, haunting, dizzyingly tense, The Night Movie is a remarkable New York Times literary thriller by the bestselling author of
blockbuster debut (People) Special Themes at Calamity Physics.Â On a wet October night, a beautiful young Ashley Cordova is found dead in an abandoned warehouse in lower Manhattan. Although her death is ruled a suicide, veteran investigative journalist Scott McGrath suspects
otherwise. As he probes the strange circumstances surrounding Ashley's €™ life and death, McGrath comes face-to-face with his father's legacy: legendary, outspoken, cult-horror film-maker Stanislas Cordova - a man who hasnâ€™ has not been seen in public for more than 30 years. Â
For McGrath, another death associated with this seemingly cursed family dynasty seems to be more than just a coincidence. While much has been written about Cordovaâ€™ dark and idigested films, very little is known about the man himself. Â Driven by revenge, curiosity, and the need
for truth, McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is drawn deeper and deeper into Cordovaâ€™ into an eerie, hypnotic world. Â The last time he came close to exposing the director, McGrath lost his marriage and his career. This time he could lose even more. Â The night film, beautifully
written, spells a new novel by the dazzlingly inventive Marisha Pessl, will keep you in suspense until the last minute. Â PLEASE NOTE: When you buy this title, the accompanying PDF will be available in your audio library along with the audio. Â Page 4Brilliant, haunting, dizzyingly tense,
The Night Movie is a remarkable New York Times literary thriller by the bestselling author of blockbuster debut (People) Special Themes at Calamity Physics.Â On a wet October night, a beautiful young Ashley Cordova is found dead in an abandoned warehouse in lower Manhattan.
Although her death is ruled a suicide, veteran investigative journalist Scott McGrath suspects otherwise. As he probes the strange circumstances surrounding Ashley's €™ life and death, McGrath comes face-to-face with his father's legacy: legendary, outspoken, cult-horror film-maker
Stanislas Cordova - a man who hasnâ€™ has not been seen in public for more than 30 years. Â For McGrath, another death associated with this seemingly cursed family dynasty seems to be more than just a coincidence. While much has been written about Cordovaâ€™ dark and
idigested films, very little is known about the man himself. Â Driven by revenge, curiosity, and the need for truth, McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is drawn deeper and deeper into Cordovaâ€™ into an eerie, hypnotic world. Â The last time he was interested in director, McGrath lost
his marriage and his career. This time he could lose even more. Â The night film, beautifully written, spells a new novel by the dazzlingly inventive Marisha Pessl, will keep you in suspense until the last minute. Â PLEASE NOTE: When you buy this title, the accompanying PDF will be
available in your audio library along with the audio. Â Page 5Brilliant, haunting, dizzyingly tense, The Night Movie is a remarkable New York Times literary thriller by the bestselling author of blockbuster debut (People) Special Themes at Calamity Physics.Â On a wet October night, a
beautiful young Ashley Cordova is found dead in an abandoned warehouse in lower Manhattan. Although her death is ruled a suicide, veteran investigative journalist Scott McGrath suspects otherwise. As he probes the strange circumstances surrounding Ashley's €™ life and death,
McGrath comes face-to-face with his father's legacy: legendary, outspoken, cult-horror film-maker Stanislas Cordova - a man who hasnâ€™ has not been seen in public for more than 30 years. Â For McGrath, another death associated with this seemingly cursed family dynasty seems to be
more than just a coincidence. While much has been written about Cordovaâ€™ dark and idigested films, very little is known about the man himself. Â Driven by revenge, curiosity, and the need for truth, McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is drawn deeper and deeper into Cordovaâ€™
into an eerie, hypnotic world. Â The last time he came close to exposing the director, McGrath lost his marriage and his career. This time he could lose even more. Â The night film, beautifully written, spells a new novel by the dazzlingly inventive Marisha Pessl, will keep you in suspense until
the last minute. Â PLEASE NOTE: When you buy this title, the accompanying PDF will be available in your audio library along with the audio. Â Page 6Brilliant, haunting, dizzyingly tense, The Night Movie is a remarkable New York Times literary thriller by the bestselling author of
blockbuster debut (People) Special Themes at Calamity Physics.Â On a wet October night, a beautiful young Ashley Cordova is found dead in an abandoned warehouse in lower Manhattan. Although her death is ruled a suicide, veteran investigative journalist Scott McGrath suspects
otherwise. As he probes the strange circumstances surrounding Ashley's €™ life and death, McGrath comes face-to-face with his father's legacy: legendary, outspoken, cult-horror film-maker Stanislas Cordova - a man who hasnâ€™ has not been seen in public for more than 30 years. Â
For McGrath, another death associated with this seemingly cursed family dynasty seems to be more than just a coincidence. While much has been written about Cordovaâ€™ dark and idigested films, very little is known about the man himself. Â Driven by Curiosity, and the need for truth,
McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is deeper and deeper into Cordovaâ€™ a creepy, hypnotic world. Â The last time he came close to exposing the director, McGrath lost his marriage and his career. This time he could lose even more. Â The night film, beautifully written, spells a new
novel by the dazzlingly inventive Marisha Pessl, will keep you in suspense until the last minute. Â PLEASE NOTE: When you buy this title, the accompanying PDF will be available in your audio library along with the audio. Â Page 7Brilliant, haunting, dizzyingly tense, The Night Movie is a
remarkable New York Times literary thriller by the bestselling author of blockbuster debut (People) Special Themes at Calamity Physics.Â On a wet October night, a beautiful young Ashley Cordova is found dead in an abandoned warehouse in lower Manhattan. Although her death is ruled a
suicide, veteran investigative journalist Scott McGrath suspects otherwise. As he probes the strange circumstances surrounding Ashley's €™ life and death, McGrath comes face-to-face with his father's legacy: legendary, outspoken, cult-horror film-maker Stanislas Cordova - a man who
hasnâ€™ has not been seen in public for more than 30 years. Â For McGrath, another death associated with this seemingly cursed family dynasty seems to be more than just a coincidence. While much has been written about Cordovaâ€™ dark and idigested films, very little is known about
the man himself. Â Driven by revenge, curiosity, and the need for truth, McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is drawn deeper and deeper into Cordovaâ€™ into an eerie, hypnotic world. Â The last time he came close to exposing the director, McGrath lost his marriage and his career.
This time he could lose even more. Â The night film, beautifully written, spells a new novel by the dazzlingly inventive Marisha Pessl, will keep you in suspense until the last minute. Â PLEASE NOTE: When you buy this title, the accompanying PDF will be available in your audio library along
with the audio. Â Page 8Brilliant, haunting, dizzyingly tense, The Night Movie is a remarkable New York Times literary thriller by the bestselling author of blockbuster debut (People) Special Themes at Calamity Physics.Â On a wet October night, a beautiful young Ashley Cordova is found
dead in an abandoned warehouse in lower Manhattan. Although her death is ruled a suicide, veteran investigative journalist Scott McGrath suspects otherwise. As he probes the strange circumstances surrounding Ashley's €™ life and death, McGrath comes face-to-face with his father's
legacy: legendary, outspoken, cult-horror film-maker Stanislas Cordova - a man who hasnâ€™ has not been seen in public for more than 30 years. Â For McGrath, another death related to this seemingly family dynasty seems more than just a coincidence. While much has been written
about Cordovaâ€™ dark and idigested films, very little is known about the man himself. Â Driven by revenge, curiosity, and the need for truth, McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is drawn deeper and deeper into Cordovaâ€™ into an eerie, hypnotic world. Â The last time he came close
to exposing the director, McGrath lost his marriage and his career. This time he could lose even more. Â The night film, beautifully written, spells a new novel by the dazzlingly inventive Marisha Pessl, will keep you in suspense until the last minute. Â PLEASE NOTE: When you buy this title,
the accompanying PDF will be available in your audio library along with the audio. Â Page 9Brilliant, haunting, dizzyingly tense, The Night Movie is a remarkable New York Times literary thriller by the bestselling author of blockbuster debut (People) Special Themes at Calamity Physics.Â On
a wet October night, a beautiful young Ashley Cordova is found dead in an abandoned warehouse in lower Manhattan. Although her death is ruled a suicide, veteran investigative journalist Scott McGrath suspects otherwise. As he probes the strange circumstances surrounding Ashley's €™
life and death, McGrath comes face-to-face with his father's legacy: legendary, outspoken, cult-horror film-maker Stanislas Cordova - a man who hasnâ€™ has not been seen in public for more than 30 years. Â For McGrath, another death associated with this seemingly cursed family
dynasty seems to be more than just a coincidence. While much has been written about Cordovaâ€™ dark and idigested films, very little is known about the man himself. Â Driven by revenge, curiosity, and the need for truth, McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is drawn deeper and
deeper into Cordovaâ€™ into an eerie, hypnotic world. Â The last time he came close to exposing the director, McGrath lost his marriage and his career. This time he could lose even more. Â The night film, beautifully written, spells a new novel by the dazzlingly inventive Marisha Pessl, will
keep you in suspense until the last minute. Â PLEASE NOTE: When you buy this title, the accompanying PDF will be available in your audio library along with the audio. Â Page 10Brilliant, haunting, dizzyingly tense, The Night Movie is a remarkable New York Times literary thriller by the
bestselling author of blockbuster debut (People) Special Themes at Calamity Physics.Â On a wet October night, a beautiful young Ashley Cordova is found dead in an abandoned warehouse in lower Manhattan. Although her death is ruled a suicide, veteran investigative journalist Scott
McGrath suspects otherwise. As he tests the strange circumstances surrounding Ashley's ™ death, McGrath comes face-to-face with her father's legacy: outspoken, cult-horror film-maker Stanislav Cordova is a man who hasnâ€â€™ been seen in public for more than 30 years. Â For
McGrath, another death associated with this seemingly cursed family dynasty seems to be more than just a coincidence. While much has been written about Cordovaâ€™ dark and idigested films, very little is known about the man himself. Â Driven by revenge, curiosity, and the need for
truth, McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is drawn deeper and deeper into Cordovaâ€™ into an eerie, hypnotic world. Â The last time he came close to exposing the director, McGrath lost his marriage and his career. This time he could lose even more. Â The night film, beautifully
written, spells a new novel by the dazzlingly inventive Marisha Pessl, will keep you in suspense until the last minute. Â PLEASE NOTE: When you buy this title, the accompanying PDF will be available in your audio library along with the audio. Â Page 11Brilliant, haunting, dizzyingly tense,
The Night Movie is a remarkable New York Times literary thriller by the bestselling author of blockbuster debut (People) Special Themes at Calamity Physics.Â On a wet October night, a handsome young Ashley Cordova is found dead in an abandoned warehouse in lower Manhattan.
Although her death is ruled a suicide, veteran investigative journalist Scott McGrath suspects otherwise. As he probes the strange circumstances surrounding Ashley's €™ life and death, McGrath comes face-to-face with his father's legacy: legendary, outspoken, cult-horror film-maker
Stanislas Cordova - a man who hasnâ€™ has not been seen in public for more than 30 years. Â For McGrath, another death associated with this seemingly cursed family dynasty seems to be more than just a coincidence. While much has been written about Cordovaâ€™ dark and
idigested films, very little is known about the man himself. Â Driven by revenge, curiosity, and the need for truth, McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is drawn deeper and deeper into Cordovaâ€™ into an eerie, hypnotic world. Â The last time he came close to exposing the director,
McGrath lost his marriage and his career. This time he could lose even more. Â The night film, beautifully written, spells a new novel by the dazzlingly inventive Marisha Pessl, will keep you in suspense until the last minute. Â PLEASE NOTE: When you buy this title, the accompanying PDF
will be available in your audio library along with the audio. Â Page 12Brilliant, haunting, dizzyingly tense, The Night Movie is a remarkable New York Times literary thriller by the bestselling author of blockbuster debut (People) Special Themes at Calamity Physics.Â On a wet October night, a
handsome young Ashley Cordova is found dead in an abandoned warehouse in lower Manhattan. Although her death is ruled a suicide, the veteran investigator Scott McGrath suspects otherwise. As he probes the strange circumstances surrounding Ashley's €™ life and death, McGrath
comes face-to-face with his father's legacy: legendary, outspoken, cult-horror film-maker Stanislas Cordova - a man who hasnâ€™ has not been seen in public for more than 30 years. Â For McGrath, another death associated with this seemingly cursed family dynasty seems to be more
than just a coincidence. While much has been written about Cordovaâ€™ dark and idigested films, very little is known about the man himself. Â Driven by revenge, curiosity, and the need for truth, McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is drawn deeper and deeper into Cordovaâ€™ into
an eerie, hypnotic world. Â The last time he came close to exposing the director, McGrath lost his marriage and his career. This time he could lose even more. Â The night film, beautifully written, spells a new novel by the dazzlingly inventive Marisha Pessl, will keep you in suspense until the
last minute. Â PLEASE NOTE: When you buy this title, the accompanying PDF will be available in your audio library along with the audio. Â Page 13Brilliant, haunting, dizzyingly tense, The Night Movie is a remarkable New York Times literary thriller by the bestselling author of blockbuster
debut (People) Special Themes at Calamity Physics.Â On a wet October night, a handsome young Ashley Cordova is found dead in an abandoned warehouse in lower Manhattan. Although her death is ruled a suicide, veteran investigative journalist Scott McGrath suspects otherwise. As he
probes the strange circumstances surrounding Ashley's €™ life and death, McGrath comes face-to-face with his father's legacy: legendary, outspoken, cult-horror film-maker Stanislas Cordova - a man who hasnâ€™ has not been seen in public for more than 30 years. Â For McGrath,
another death associated with this seemingly cursed family dynasty seems to be more than just a coincidence. While much has been written about Cordovaâ€™ dark and idigested films, very little is known about the man himself. Â Driven by revenge, curiosity, and the need for truth,
McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is drawn deeper and deeper into Cordovaâ€™ into an eerie, hypnotic world. Â The last time he came close to exposing the director, McGrath lost his marriage and his career. This time he could lose even more. Â The night film, beautifully written,
spells a new novel by the dazzlingly inventive Marisha Pessl, will keep you in suspense until the last minute. Â PLEASE NOTE: When you buy this title, the accompanying PDF will be available in your audio library along with the audio. Â Page 14Brillite, haunting, dizzyingly tense, The Night
Movie is a remarkable New York Times literary thriller bestselling blockbuster debut (people) Special Themes in Physics.Â On a wet October night, beautiful young Ashley Cordova is found dead in an abandoned warehouse in lower Manhattan. Although her death is ruled a suicide, veteran
investigative journalist Scott McGrath suspects otherwise. As he probes the strange circumstances surrounding Ashley's €™ life and death, McGrath comes face-to-face with his father's legacy: legendary, outspoken, cult-horror film-maker Stanislas Cordova - a man who hasnâ€™ has not
been seen in public for more than 30 years. Â For McGrath, another death associated with this seemingly cursed family dynasty seems to be more than just a coincidence. While much has been written about Cordovaâ€™ dark and idigested films, very little is known about the man himself.
Â Driven by revenge, curiosity, and the need for truth, McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is drawn deeper and deeper into Cordovaâ€™ into an eerie, hypnotic world. Â The last time he came close to exposing the director, McGrath lost his marriage and his career. This time he could
lose even more. Â The night film, beautifully written, spells a new novel by the dazzlingly inventive Marisha Pessl, will keep you in suspense until the last minute. Â PLEASE NOTE: When you buy this title, the accompanying PDF will be available in your audio library along with the audio. Â
Page 15Brilliant, haunting, dizzyingly tense, The Night Movie is a remarkable New York Times literary thriller by the bestselling author of blockbuster debut (People) Special Themes at Calamity Physics.Â On a wet October night, a handsome young Ashley Cordova is found dead in an
abandoned warehouse in lower Manhattan. Although her death is ruled a suicide, veteran investigative journalist Scott McGrath suspects otherwise. As he probes the strange circumstances surrounding Ashley's €™ life and death, McGrath comes face-to-face with his father's legacy:
legendary, outspoken, cult-horror film-maker Stanislas Cordova - a man who hasnâ€™ has not been seen in public for more than 30 years. Â For McGrath, another death associated with this seemingly cursed family dynasty seems to be more than just a coincidence. While much has been
written about Cordovaâ€™ dark and idigested films, very little is known about the man himself. Â Driven by revenge, curiosity, and the need for truth, McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is drawn deeper and deeper into Cordovaâ€™ into an eerie, hypnotic world. Â The last time he
came close to exposing the director, McGrath lost his marriage and his career. This time he could lose even more. Â The night film, beautifully written, spells a new novel by the dazzlingly inventive Marisha Pessl, will keep you in suspense until the last minute. Â PLEASE NOTE: When you
purchase this title, the accompanying PDF will be available in your audio library along with 16Brickly, haunting, dizzyingly tense, The Night Movie is a remarkable New York Times literary thriller by the bestselling author of blockbuster debut (People) Special Themes at Calamity Physics.Â
On a wet October night, a beautiful young Ashley Cordova is found dead in an abandoned warehouse in lower Manhattan. Although her death is ruled a suicide, veteran investigative journalist Scott McGrath suspects otherwise. As he probes the strange circumstances surrounding Ashley's
€™ life and death, McGrath comes face-to-face with his father's legacy: legendary, outspoken, cult-horror film-maker Stanislas Cordova - a man who hasnâ€™ has not been seen in public for more than 30 years. Â For McGrath, another death associated with this seemingly cursed family
dynasty seems to be more than just a coincidence. While much has been written about Cordovaâ€™ dark and idigested films, very little is known about the man himself. Â Driven by revenge, curiosity, and the need for truth, McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is drawn deeper and
deeper into Cordovaâ€™ into an eerie, hypnotic world. Â The last time he came close to exposing the director, McGrath lost his marriage and his career. This time he could lose even more. Â The night film, beautifully written, spells a new novel by the dazzlingly inventive Marisha Pessl, will
keep you in suspense until the last minute. Â PLEASE NOTE: When you buy this title, the accompanying PDF will be available in your audio library along with the audio. Â Page 17Brilliant, haunting, dizzyingly tense, The Night Movie is a remarkable New York Times literary thriller by the
bestselling author of a blockbuster debut (People) Special Themes at Calamity Physics.Â On a wet October night, a beautiful young Ashley Cordova is found dead in an abandoned warehouse in lower Manhattan. Although her death is ruled a suicide, veteran investigative journalist Scott
McGrath suspects otherwise. As he probes the strange circumstances surrounding Ashley's €™ life and death, McGrath comes face-to-face with his father's legacy: legendary, outspoken, cult-horror film-maker Stanislas Cordova - a man who hasnâ€™ has not been seen in public for more
than 30 years. Â For McGrath, another death associated with this seemingly cursed family dynasty seems to be more than just a coincidence. While much has been written about Cordovaâ€™ dark and idigested films, very little is known about the man himself. Â Driven by revenge,
curiosity, and the need for truth, McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is drawn deeper and deeper into Cordovaâ€™ into an eerie, hypnotic world. Â The last time he came close to exposing the director, McGrath lost his marriage and his career. This time he could lose even more. Â
Night movie, beautifully written, spells new novel dazzlingly inventive Pescle, take you in suspense until the last minute. Â PLEASE NOTE: When you buy this title, the accompanying PDF will be available in your audio library along with the audio. Â Page 18Brilliant, haunting, dizzyingly
tense, The Night Movie is a remarkable New York Times literary thriller by bestselling author of blockbuster debut (People) Special Themes at Calamity Physics.Â On a wet October night, a beautiful young Ashley Cordova is found dead in an abandoned warehouse in lower Manhattan.
Although her death is ruled a suicide, veteran investigative journalist Scott McGrath suspects otherwise. As he probes the strange circumstances surrounding Ashley's €™ life and death, McGrath comes face-to-face with his father's legacy: legendary, outspoken, cult-horror film-maker
Stanislas Cordova - a man who hasnâ€™ has not been seen in public for more than 30 years. Â For McGrath, another death associated with this seemingly cursed family dynasty seems to be more than just a coincidence. While much has been written about Cordovaâ€™ dark and
idigested films, very little is known about the man himself. Â Driven by revenge, curiosity, and the need for truth, McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is drawn deeper and deeper into Cordovaâ€™ into an eerie, hypnotic world. Â The last time he came close to exposing the director,
McGrath lost his marriage and his career. This time he could lose even more. Â The night film, beautifully written, spells a new novel by the dazzlingly inventive Marisha Pessl, will keep you in suspense until the last minute. Â PLEASE NOTE: When you buy this title, the accompanying PDF
will be available in your audio library along with the audio. Â Page 19Brilliant, haunting, dizzyingly tense, The Night Movie is a remarkable New York Times literary thriller by the bestselling author of blockbuster debut (People) Special Themes at Calamity Physics.Â On a wet October night, a
beautiful young Ashley Cordova is found dead in an abandoned warehouse in lower Manhattan. Although her death is ruled a suicide, veteran investigative journalist Scott McGrath suspects otherwise. As he probes the strange circumstances surrounding Ashley's €™ life and death,
McGrath comes face-to-face with his father's legacy: legendary, outspoken, cult-horror film-maker Stanislas Cordova - a man who hasnâ€™ has not been seen in public for more than 30 years. Â For McGrath, another death associated with this seemingly cursed family dynasty seems to be
more than just a coincidence. While much has been written about Cordovaâ€™ dark and idigested films, very little is known about the man himself. Â Driven by revenge, curiosity, and the need for truth, McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is drawn deeper and deeper into Cordovaâ€™
into an eerie, hypnotic world. Â Last time it got close exposing the director, McGrath lost his marriage and his career. This time he could lose even more. Â The night film, beautifully written, spells a new novel by the dazzlingly inventive Marisha Pessl, will keep you in suspense until the last
minute. Â PLEASE NOTE: When you buy this title, the accompanying PDF will be available in your audio library along with the audio. Â Page 20Brilliant, haunting, dizzyingly tense, The Night Movie is a remarkable New York Times literary thriller by the bestselling author of blockbuster
debut (People) Special Themes at Calamity Physics.Â On a wet October night, a beautiful young Ashley Cordova is found dead in an abandoned warehouse in lower Manhattan. Although her death is ruled a suicide, veteran investigative journalist Scott McGrath suspects otherwise. As he
probes the strange circumstances surrounding Ashley's €™ life and death, McGrath comes face-to-face with his father's legacy: legendary, outspoken, cult-horror film-maker Stanislas Cordova - a man who hasnâ€™ has not been seen in public for more than 30 years. Â For McGrath,
another death associated with this seemingly cursed family dynasty seems to be more than just a coincidence. While much has been written about Cordovaâ€™ dark and idigested films, very little is known about the man himself. Â Driven by revenge, curiosity, and the need for truth,
McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is drawn deeper and deeper into Cordovaâ€™ into an eerie, hypnotic world. Â The last time he came close to exposing the director, McGrath lost his marriage and his career. This time he could lose even more. Â The night film, beautifully written,
spells a new novel by the dazzlingly inventive Marisha Pessl, will keep you in suspense until the last minute. Â PLEASE NOTE: When you buy this title, the accompanying PDF will be available in your audio library along with the audio. Â Page 21Brilliant, haunting, dizzyingly tense, The
Night Movie is a remarkable New York Times literary thriller by the bestselling author of blockbuster debut (People) Special Themes at Calamity Physics.Â On a wet October night, a beautiful young Ashley Cordova is found dead in an abandoned warehouse in lower Manhattan. Although
her death is ruled a suicide, veteran investigative journalist Scott McGrath suspects otherwise. As he probes the strange circumstances surrounding Ashley's €™ life and death, McGrath comes face-to-face with his father's legacy: legendary, outspoken, cult-horror film-maker Stanislas
Cordova - a man who hasnâ€™ has not been seen in public for more than 30 years. Â For McGrath, another death associated with this seemingly cursed family dynasty seems to be more than just a coincidence. While much has been written about Cordovaâ€™ dark and idigested films,
very little is known about the man himself. Â  with vengeance, curiosity and a need for truth, McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is drawn deeper and deeper into cordoba's creepy, ™, hypnotic world. Â The last time he came close to exposing the director, McGrath lost his marriage and
his career. This time he could lose even more. Â The night film, beautifully written, spells a new novel by the dazzlingly inventive Marisha Pessl, will keep you in suspense until the last minute. Â PLEASE NOTE: When you buy this title, the accompanying PDF will be available in your audio
library along with the audio. Â Page 22Brilliant, haunting, dizzyingly tense, The Night Movie is a remarkable New York Times literary thriller by the bestselling author of blockbuster debut (People) Special Themes at Calamity Physics.Â On a wet October night, a beautiful young Ashley
Cordova is found dead in an abandoned warehouse in lower Manhattan. Although her death is ruled a suicide, veteran investigative journalist Scott McGrath suspects otherwise. As he probes the strange circumstances surrounding Ashley's €™ life and death, McGrath comes face-to-face
with his father's legacy: legendary, outspoken, cult-horror film-maker Stanislas Cordova - a man who hasnâ€™ has not been seen in public for more than 30 years. Â For McGrath, another death associated with this seemingly cursed family dynasty seems to be more than just a coincidence.
While much has been written about Cordovaâ€™ dark and idigested films, very little is known about the man himself. Â Driven by revenge, curiosity, and the need for truth, McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is drawn deeper and deeper into Cordovaâ€™ into an eerie, hypnotic world.
Â The last time he came close to exposing the director, McGrath lost his marriage and his career. This time he could lose even more. Â The night film, beautifully written, spells a new novel by the dazzlingly inventive Marisha Pessl, will keep you in suspense until the last minute. Â PLEASE
NOTE: When you buy this title, the accompanying PDF will be available in your audio library along with the audio. Â Page 23Brilliant, haunting, dizzyingly tense, The Night Movie is a remarkable New York Times literary thriller by the bestselling author of blockbuster debut (People) Special
Themes at Calamity Physics.Â On a wet October night, a handsome young Ashley Cordova is found dead in an abandoned warehouse in lower Manhattan. Although her death is ruled a suicide, veteran investigative journalist Scott McGrath suspects otherwise. As he probes the strange
circumstances surrounding Ashley's €™ life and death, McGrath comes face-to-face with his father's legacy: legendary, outspoken, cult-horror film-maker Stanislas Cordova - a man who hasnâ€™ has not been seen in public for more than 30 years. Â For McGrath, another death is related



to this a cursed family dynasty seems more than just a coincidence. While much has been written about Cordovaâ€™ dark and idigested films, very little is known about the man himself. Â Driven by revenge, curiosity, and the need for truth, McGrath, with the help of two strangers, is drawn
deeper and deeper into Cordovaâ€™ into an eerie, hypnotic world. Â The last time he came close to exposing the director, McGrath lost his marriage and his career. This time he could lose even more. Â The night film, beautifully written, spells a new novel by the dazzlingly inventive
Marisha Pessl, will keep you in suspense until the last minute. Â PLEASE NOTE: When you buy this title, the accompanying PDF will be available in your audio library along with the audio. Â Page 24Brilliant, haunting, dizzyingly tense, The Night Movie is a remarkable New York Times
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